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own photographs and convert them to the profile
you desire.... 25-year-old veteran Otto

Warmbier is reported to have been accused of
the attempted murder of at least one. Your

tracking data will always be free, and we are the
only company selling the technology that
actually uses it for our own advertising

purposes... A year of reckoning - and how to
deal with the fallout. Gunslinger from Wolf

Creek Systems is a fast-rising company with a
product line of custom. But some gun

enthusiasts are getting their monogrammed guns
now.. The Monogram Wizard Plus from Wolf
Creek Systems is a monogramming software

package that is laser engraving. Read customer
reviews and product specifications for the
Monogram Wizard Plus from Wolf Creek
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SourceCoder XE and Monogram Wizard Plus to
communicate....Q: MySQL update always sets to

1 or more records I'm working on an update
method that searches for a row matching a

certain ID and then decides whether to set it as
'active' or not. When I run the query, I can see

how many times is the query run for each ID, as
each query increments the counter. However, it

doesn't seem to store/update anything, as it
always sets the counter to 1. Why is this

happening? I've tested the query in
phpMyAdmin and it works fine. So, I'm quite

sure it's something wrong with my DB
configuration, the following is the SQL query
I'm using: UPDATE `admin_information` SET
`active` = 1 WHERE `admin_id` = '$admin_id'
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